Copenhagen is the capital city of Denmark, located at biggest islands named “west orchid” (Zealand), face Sweden. It is the Danish politics, the economical and the cultural center; is the Northern Europe biggest city, is also the famous old city. Copenhagen was a small fishing village and carries on the trade in the early 11th century the place. Along with trade business day by day prosperous, developed into commercial cities to the early 12th century. In the early 15th century, became Kingdom of Denmark's capital. Copenhagen in the Danish article is “merchant's harbor” or “the commercial harbor” meaning.

Day 1: Copenhagen
Upon arrival, transfer to hotel and rest of the day at leisure.

Day 2: Copenhagen (included lunch)
Meet up your local assistant and full day tour; outside visit Christianborg Palace, built in 1928, is the house of Denmark's three supreme powers: the executive power, the legislative power, and the judicial power. It is the only building in the world which is the home of all a nation's three supreme powers. Little Mermaid, this small and unimposing statue is a Copenhagen icon and a major tourist attraction. Outside visit Amalienborg Palace, the royal couple's winter residence is a major architectural work and probably the most outstanding piece of Rococo architecture in Denmark. Nyhavn is a popular area in Copenhagen, Denmark with both locals and tourists. Danish author Hans Christian Andersen lived at Nyhavn 18 for some years. Entrance to Carlsberg Brewery* (Closed Monday & public holiday, replaced by Rosenborg Castle) is a large brewing company founded in 1847. Carlsberg became the 5th largest brewery group in the world. Transfer to pier for embarks ship.

Note: Visit Rosenborg Castle when Carlsberg Brewery closed, Rosenborg Castle is a beautiful historic building and a fascinating museum of cultural history. It houses some of Denmark's greatest cultural treasures, not least the Crown Jewels and the Danish Crown Regalia.

* Entrance to Carlsberg Brewery is included
* Voucher included 2 Carlsberg beer or exchange with soft drink, no cash value.

Package Price(Double Occupancy): USD$268/PP

***Payment by cheque/cash only & Non-refundable after payment. 3% service charge on credit card payment***

| A minimum number of 30 participants are required to operate this tour or price adjustment for less than 30 participants |
|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------|
| **Price Included**                                            | **Price Excludes**                                           |
| Transfers from airport to hotel                               | Baggage Handling & Personal expenses                         |
| Transfers from hotel to city tour and pier for cruise         | Entrance Fee & Lunch (unless specified), Dinner              |
| embarkation                                                   | Laundry, Phone Call, Beverages                               |
| One Breakfast and one Lunch                                   | Gratuities to guides, drivers, etc.                          |
| 1 night hotel accommodation                                   | Travel Insurance                                            |

1. Ucruising Vacations always recommend Travel Insurance; some policy would protect uncertain issue
2. Exchange rate would always interference Package Selling Price, all rates would be Protected once payment in full
3. Price would various if fuel surcharge increases
4. Air schedule is base on exiting airline information; it is client’s responsibility for any schedule change supplement
5. Transfer service is only applicable to traveling who joined Ucruising Vacations PRE/POST Cruise Tour with same arrival or departure day of the group members (limited to a specific time)
6. 1N Copenhagen pre cruise tour suggested gratuity for tour guides, tour leader, assistant and bus driver is €15 per person
7. Toilet facilities are not free at many destinations. Long waiting time is expected due to over crowded scenic spots & toilets availabilities. Please be considerate as toilet line-up time is inclusive in the package tour schedule.
8. Traveler has the responsibility to determine valid documentation to enter all ports of call. It is necessary that passports have a minimum of 6 months to expiry
9. Please note: itineraries maybe changed due to weather, traffic conditions or port delayed/cancelled. Ucruising Vacations reserves the right to substitute itineraries due to conditions beyond our control. Any changes to itineraries will not result in eligibility for a refund***
Day 1: Copenhagen – Denmark **Transfer from Airport to Pier**

**Transfer to ship from airport is not included in the Excursion Package. Private Transfer is available for $25 per person per way. Kindly ask our cruise consultants for more details.**

Day 2: Oslo – Norway (No Lunch) (Cruise Line Price: USD$134/person)

Oslo - the Capital of Norway - is situated in the heart of Scandinavia, surrounded by magnificent scenery from the fjord to the forested hills.

Departing from the pier under the Akershus Castle and Fortress, we drive pass The Parliament, the National Theatre, and the Royal Palace. Inside visit the Viking Ship Museum where three ships are displayed.-City tour in Oslo. Pass by the City Hall, The Royal Palace & the city district. Dedicated to the work of Gustav Vigeland, Vigeland Sculpture Park boasts 212 bronze, granite and wrought iron sculptures depicting the whole cycle of human life from birth to death. Photo opportunity at the City Hall - The Nobel Peace Prize Award Ceremony takes place. Outside visit and Photo stop at Holmenkollen Ski Jump, The famous Holmenkollen Ski Jump was recently rebuilt. The new state-of-the-art ski jump features the world's oldest Ski Museum and an observation deck with panoramic views of the city.

*Entrance to the Viking Ship Museum is included.*

Day 3: Aarhus – Denmark (No Lunch) (Cruise Line Price: USD$129/person)

Aarhus, is the second largest city in Denmark, and 99th-largest in the European Union, and the sixth-largest amongst the Nordic countries. The principal port of Denmark, it is situated on the east side of the peninsula of Jutland in the geographical center of Denmark. Discover its many historic buildings, such as the medieval Church of Our Lady. Admire the unique architecture of the theatre and custom house. Visit Old Town to view three centuries of Danish life in an open-air setting. Aarhus also serves as a gateway to the pastoral countryside of Denmark's Lake District, where charming villages and historic monuments dot a landscape of moors and meadows.

*Entrance to the Old Town is included.*

Day 4: Berlin(Warnemunde) – Germany

Leisure on you own, or check out our Warnemunde to Berlin or Lübeck optional tour (addition cost)

Day 5: At Sea

Enjoy the delicious food and luxurious facility onboard

Day 6: Tallinn - Estonia (No Lunch) (Cruise Line Price: USD$109/person)

Explore modern Tallinn and the city's medieval sights on this tour. Start with panoramic drive by the city district and Kadriorg Park. Photo stop at the Song Festival Grounds - In 1988 Estonians gathered here to sing patriotic hymns in what became known as the Singing Revolution that led to the overthrow of Soviet rule. Continue the walking tour in the Old Town of Tallinn, is one of the best preserved medieval cities in all of Europe. It became a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage site in 1997.Tour starts from the Upper Town. Pass by the Toompea Castle - which was originally built in the 13th century, Russian Orthodox Cathedral of Alexander Nevsky, and Dome Church. Enjoy the panoramic view of towers and steeples rising above the red-tiled roofs, and browse through winding cobblestone streets into the Lower Town. Photo stop at the Town Hall which is completed in 1404. Shopping opportunity in the craft market or enjoy refreshment on the street-side café in the medieval time.
Day 7: St. Petersburg - Russia (with Lunch) * itinerary order may reverse between 2 days
(Cruise Line Price: USD$438/person for 2 days)
This morning tour the suburbs of St. Petersburg. Inside visit Catherine’s Palace - typical of Baroque style, was built for the wife of Peter the Great in the village of Pushkin. Catherine Palace exceeds all the other palaces with its gigantic size and unique decorations. The stunning façade of the palace extends for almost 300 meters (1000 feet). The most stunning room of the Palace is the “Amber Room”, which has walls complete covered by different shades of amber mosaic. A three-course Russian lunch is served in local restaurant. After lunch, continue tour to the Peterhof Palace – summer residence of the Russian Tsar. Built to rival Versailles in France, the palace sits atop of a high hill overlooking the Gulf of Finland. Peter the Great drafted the layout for the 300-hundred acre park and supervised the design of the palace fountains. After inside visit of the Grand Palace, stroll through the Lower Park and garden; experience some of the Peters surprise creations among the many decorative fountains and cascades of water.

Day 8: St. Petersburg – Russia (with Lunch) * itinerary order may reverse between 2 days
St. Petersburg is an amazing city. Its imperial palaces and museums enjoy worldwide fame, while the Neva River and the many canals have deservedly given the city the title “The Venice of the North”. This morning start with our city orientation drive. Photo stop at majestic St. Isaac Cathedral - commissioned by Alexander I in 1818, and it took forty years to complete. The cathedral dome is covered with 220 pounds of pure gold; it dominates the entire city skyline. Continue tour to Bronze Horseman - the most famous monument to Peter the Great. Empress Catherine the Great ordered this magnificent equestrian statue for the honor of the founder of the city. Enjoy an exclusive cruise on the River Neva and along the picturesque downtown canals - view of the city from water level with its granite embankments, bridges, parks and palaces shows the very special charm of the “Northern Venice”. Pass by Peter & Paul Fortress, the Cruiser Aurora – the Russian war ship, University, Rostral Columns, the most beautiful view of Winter Palace and other buildings of the Hermitage Museum, Twelve Colleges, and Palace.

Bridge which offers many unique photo opportunities. Inside visit to the Spilled Blood Church - built in 1907 as memorial church to honor Russian Emperor Alexander II assassinated on the spot by the terrorists. A unique Russian Orthodox Church with colourful onion domes on the outside and an interior composed of tiny mosaic tiles. Continue tour of the Hermitage Museum – the Winter Palace is the most prestigious museum in the world. It houses over three million art works, including paintings by DaVinci, Rafael, Monet, Rembrandt, Renoir, Picasso, Van Gogh - to name a few. A three-course Russian lunch is served in local restaurant. Your tour includes a stop at one of St. Petersburg's souvenir shops where you can barter for such traditional Russian goods as lacquered boxes, jeweleries, pins, hand painted nesting dolls, Volka, tourist books and many more.

Entrance to the Catherine Palace & the Peterhof Palace is included Entrance to the Spilled Blood Church & the Hermitage Museum is included Canal cruise ticket included

Day 9: Helsinki - Finland (No Lunch) (Cruise Line Price: USD$168/person)
Often referred to as "The Daughter of the Baltic", Helsinki with hundreds of little islands making up the archipelago and the past Swedish and Russian influences provide a special environment which gives the traveling guest a unique experience.
Visit Suomenlinna Fortress (weather permit, replace by Porvoo*), Suomenlinna is a maritime fortress located off the coast of Helsinki. It is also a garrison town and a base for archipelago navy. The construction of the fortress began in 1748. In 1991, the fortress was added to the UNESCO World Heritage List as a unique monument of military architecture. Tours continue Visit Uspenski Cathedral – the biggest Orthodox Church in the Nordic region - with its thirteen golden onion-shaped domes, the Senate Square surrounded by Lutheran Cathedral of Helsinki. Inside visit Temppeliaukio Church – The Rock Church – quarried out of the bedrock with its natural stonewalls and magnificent copper tred ceiling. Photo Stop at Sibelius monument and the Olympic Stadium. Take the opportunity to experience Market Square with vendors selling traditional market foods and treats as well as handicrafts and souvenirs. * Porvoo, Finland's second oldest city, founded in 1346. Although it lives in the present, many aspects of the area have been left untouched by the passage of time. Explore its narrow lanes, view its historic buildings and visit its central square on a walking tour of the city's historic old quarter Suomenlinna ferry ticket included
Day 10: Stockholm – Sweden (No Lunch) (Cruise Line Price: USD$99/person)
Built on 14 islands and connected by 57 bridges, the city of Stockholm has the unique character of the 13th century Old Town and the modern high-tech architecture.
The visit to Vasa Museum takes us back in time to an era when Sweden was the dominant maritime power of Northern Europe; the Vasa Ship, raised from the bottom of the sea after more than 300 years, indeed it is the most-visited museum in Stockholm. Later, visit the stunning City Hall and its fabulous golden mosaics. It is where the Nobel Prize Banquet is held after the ceremony.
Visit Old Town - Join your guide for a narrated walking tour of Gamla Stan, where Stockholm began over eight centuries ago. Stroll the narrow, cobbled streets and see buildings ranging from the 16th to 19th centuries. The district is home to art studios, chic boutiques, restaurants and shops.
Entrance to City Hall and Vasa Museum is included.

Day 11: At Sea
Enjoy the delicious food and luxurious facility onboard

Day 12: Copenhagen – Denmark **Transfer from Pier to Airport**
**Transfer from ship to airport is not included in the Excursion Package Price. Private Transfer is available for $25 per person per way. Kindly ask our cruise consultants for more details.

Package Price: USD$828/PP

***Payment by cheque/cash only & Non-refundable after payment. 3% service charge on credit card payment***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price Included</th>
<th>Price Excludes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Arrangement as per itinerary</td>
<td>Copenhagen Arrival and Departure transfers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia Visa</td>
<td>Baggage Handling, Beverage, Personal Expenses, Gratuities to guides, Drives, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantonese or Mandarin speaking tour leader</td>
<td>Entrance Fees and Meals (Unless specified)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photo permissions at Hermitage State Museum / Spilled Blood Cathedral / Peterhof Palace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Travel Insurance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Ucruising Vacations always recommend Travel Insurance; some policy would protect uncertain issue
2. Exchange rate would always interference Package Selling Price, all rates would be Protected once payment in full
3. Price would various if fuel surcharge increases
4. Air schedule is base on exiting airline information; it is client’s responsibility for any schedule change supplement
5. Suggested gratuity for tour guide, tour leader, transfer assistant and bus driver for the entire excursion (except Berlin) is €68 per person
6. Due to local tour guide language in St. Petersburg, Russia are English and Mandarin, Cantonese interpreter service supplement: €10 per person per day
7. Headset rental fee for entire shore excursion: €20 per person
8. Traveler has the responsibility to determine valid documentation to enter all ports of call. It is necessary that passports have a minimum of 6 months to expiry.
9. Toilet facilities are not free at many destinations. Long waiting time is expected due to over crowded scenic spots & toilets availabilities. Please be considerate as toilet line-up time is inclusive in the package tour schedule.
10. Please note: itineraries maybe changed due to weather, traffic conditions or port delayed/ cancelled. Ucruising Vacations reserves the right to substitute itineraries due to conditions beyond our control. Any changes to itineraries will not result in eligibility for a refund***
Option A: Berlin City Tour

Day 4: Berlin (Warnemunde) — Germany (No Lunch)
(Cruise Line Price: USD$319/person)
Disembark the ship and take the 2.5 hours motor coach ride to Berlin. Brandenburg Gate, the location where Presidents John F. Kennedy held his famous speech, and Ronald Regan visited later. Today the gate and the nearby Reichstag - Parliament Building, are the real symbols of the German reunification. You will also see the last remaining parts of the notorious German wall. Photo stops at the East Side Gallery. Driving along the Unter den Linden Boulevard, the former East German street for parades of the socialist army. Photo stops at Gendarmenmarkt with its historic Concert Hall surrounded by twin French and German cathedrals, and continue to the Berlin Cathedral. Photo stops at the National Holocaust Memorial Site. See famous Checkpoint Charlie, the old border checkpoint, and Checkpoint Charlie Museum. Pass by Kurfurstendamm, the Champs-Élysées of Berlin — full of shops, houses, hotels and restaurants. Photo stops at Charlottenburg Palace, the former summer residence of the Prussian kings.

Option B: Lübeck City Tour - Ucruising Vacations Exclusive

Day 4: Lübeck (Warnemunde) — Germany (No Lunch)
Lübeck was founded in 1143 as the first German city on the Baltic Sea. Its own character serves as an example for all the other members of the Hanseatic League. The medieval picturesque town is characterised by cultural sights which symbolize the great past of Lübeck as free Hanseatic City. Parts of the historic Old Town were added to the list of World Heritage by UNESCO in December of 1987. This guided walk takes you around the town's many architectural gems. Start your Hanseatic expedition at the Holsten Gate - Lubeck's famous landmark. Pass by the St. Mary's Church - the world's tallest brickstone church. Opposite are the Rathaus-market square and the Town Hall, where the Lubeck Senate still convenes today. Across the street is the world-famous Cafe Niederegger with its marzipan salon. Tours conclude by a River Cruise, take an exceptional look on the UNESCO world heritage site. Show you the best views while you find out more about Lübeck's history.. The Drive between Warnemunde and Lubeck is approximate 90 minutes.

Entrance to Town Hall and Canal cruise ticket are included.

Berlin City tour Optional: USD$198/PP
Lubeck City Tour Optional: USD$168/PP

***Payment by cheque/cash only & Non-refundable after payment. 3% service charge on credit card payment***

** A minimum number of 30 participants are required to operate this tour or price adjustment for less than 30 participants***

1. Price would various if fuel surcharge increases
2. Exchange rate would always interference Package Selling Price, all rates would be Protected once payment in full
3. Ucruising Vacations always recommend Travel Insurance; some policy would protect uncertain issue
4. Suggested gratuity for tour guide, tour leader, tour escort and bus driver for Warnemunde excursion is €10 per person
5. Traveler has the responsibility to determine valid documentation to enter all ports of call. It is necessary that passports have a minimum of 6 months to expiry.
6. Please note: itineraries maybe changed due to weather, traffic conditions or port delayed/ cancelled. Ucruising Vacations reserves the right to substitute itineraries due to conditions beyond our control. Any changes to itineraries will not result in eligibility for a refund***